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it brings nothin; 

this 

moment 

as smooth 

as a board, 

and fresh, 

this hour, 

this day 

as clean 

as an untouched glass 

—not a single 

spiderweb 

from the past: 

e touch 

e moment 

we cut it 

to size, 

wedi 

its bloor 

it's living, 

alive 

from yesterday that can't be redeemed 

nothing from the lost past. 

this is our creation... 

llfl§Wl)Mte. 
1 -

from Ode to the Present 

Pablo Neruda r 
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i could talk about 
several pages but 
tell everyone is abflH 
my mom, mrs. pageJW 
about education, notnii 
fulfill her more than a 1 
"i get it!" she liv<p by tli 
that we shc^^Miever s 

until the daf^E die we 
J w 

learn sometllmg new. < 
is her love, her passion, 
she takes pride in bein| 
'bht she is far more thaj 
is a mother, a wife, a li 
spouse, a leader and in 
a hero, my mom has ini 
through her passion to! 

evin page, on her mother 





alaii sckarff scott seibert 
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seth meitzner 
julian wan 
brian bell 
michael legree 

dylan hillestad delton mcclary 
nick mcclary adrian deleon 
blake cain ricky rodriguez 
ricardo anzoategui zachery madrid 

coach steve Stanley & ram ramile 

women's volleyball 2005 

eliana sheets 
tathiana wan 
torii leon 
vanessa russo 
jessica sheets 

aubree mariz 
laurie cundiff 
katie engelhardt 
kim avery 

emily donnelly 
ingrid bratteng 
ashley meade 
kim adams 
jessica corder 

Stephanie fair samantha hunt 
rachel cox alexandra bilcheweski 
angela connor tiffany hight 
becky coughran 
bianca boney 
brittney aycox 

coach baldwin 



fall sports 



men's 

it's interesting 
happens almost 
like mohammad 
"float like a butterfly, sting 

it was pride when at the 
of the season | 
when they said aviano 
was the most disiplined team 
the boys. 
it all pays off like they say it 



women's volleyball a 

division II european champions 

women play with dedication 
and finesse 

always give it your all 

rivalries come and go 
but the fact that we are the best 

will never change 

aubree mariz- captain 



iwon wjsr̂  

populaiity contest  ̂

o homecoming come home 

, /"V 

ryan davis& 
ashley meade 

brian beals& 
eliana sheets 

salvatore catanese& 
evin page 

gordon scott& 
yesenia tomes 



football: oh! kick around this silly ball, and make a sport of it. 
Propel the ball into your opponents dignity. 
Smash it, so make your triumph. Play a good game. 

'r3i>H5 

helmets 
pads 
shoes 

Football 



erg Cheerleading is an intense, strenuous and dangerous sport. Cheerleaders attended gymnastic practice once a week in 
preparation for winter competition. 3 former cheerleaders from thecommunitv helped teach advanced stunts and 
competition routines. Co-captain Stephanie Fair was awarded All Tournament. The girls were dedicated and 
ready for practice everyday. Captain Rachel Cox will Ire passing off her leadership title to Stephanie Fair and Angela Connoi 



evin page 

captains 

feet pound away at the earth, deep breaths, filled lungs keep pace. 
life hammers at sound beats, few can hear, few appreciate, few harness it. 

pain of pounding breath worsens each fleeting second of the clock, 
running is pain, running is release, running is passion. 
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coach: connie adleman 

jack shrader chris maura 
anna shrader evin page * 

j annalise shingler taty wan 
emily shingler lajuann harper 
jessica corder aline villanueva 
danielle madrid michelle mccollum 
ashton adams ryan marso 
sara shenk zach page 
elizabeth Williamson 

women's basketball 2005 
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emeral templeton joi strandhagen 
cheri mcneely trish bellamy 

WUm 1 

mavis sanders samantha cordova 
ingrid bratteng rebecca gilbert 
gretchen galetti kassie mangosing 

4̂ >< 

ij .7} brandis ford 
meghan hafner 

katie cordova 

Sk i  

coach: ms. corder-chavez 

wrestling 2005 brjan alderidge 
malik amandla 

lull 
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chris beals pablo mar 
russell beasley seth meitz 
J B bender leonevare 
Stephanie cafferty jon nelson 
jessica degroff zach page 

krystal landreth 
nick leon 
pablo martinez 
seth meitzner 
leo nevarez 

coaches: clement, kehler, hunt, johnson 

clayton flores 
dalton hager 
adam harper 
berry johnson 
brandy jones 
david keeling 

courtney pierszak 
dante rankin 
daniel riley 
eric robertson 
jo-z Schwartz 
gordon scott 
gary vogt 

I 2004-2005 I f SSEE. ITALY BOYS BASKETBAK.E. I CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS I UNDEFEATED j 

I 2004-2005 I 
EUROPEAN DEYESEON EE 

BOYS BASKETBALL 
RUNNER-UP 

I 19-1 8SB9 I 

men's basketball 2005 
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carl Cephas 
george covington 
sean daniel 
mikel fair 
edmond johnson 
jordan kelsey 
joshua kelsey 
mike legree 
rogerlynch 

mitch miller 
dustin miller 
angel santana 
spencer templeton 
junior velez 
jaques watson 
tony Williams 

coache: mr. mcneely 

26 





What is it about the smell of basketballs 
that i find so addictive? 

There are colorful vibes 
in the stands 

when the game is underway 

I don't think about 
music 

much, or my Ixn'friend. 

Yet I hear a torrential yelling, 

About proving something 
That I fit into the human race. 

c/J a> 
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as i look to the clock and see the second| 
i realize there is no game. 

My opponents are a distant memory J 
And referees have all but vanished from my psyche. 

* 

< £ m O 

my teammates look at me, 
and I know what they're saying. 

« \ 

* 
rO 

For 3 months we have sacrificed all, for the chance, 
To be here. yu , JEr 

The game is lost when the buzzer sounds. 
We are winners though. ^ 

Its not a game. Its life. 

5 

r 



All of these attributes go hand and hand with the great sport 
of - WRESTLING! 
just you and your opponent on the mat, when everyone else is watching. 
Looking at me in my 
SUPER HOT spandex. 
They can say what they want but they know it's HOT! 
Wrestling is full of sacrifices but it all comes down to who wants it the most. 
Jo-z Schwartz 

...they will be a force to recon with in the future, 
coach clement 



swimming 
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the moment 
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there's aquintessential feeling %p: • '• •'• ;. " "h • 

of cleansing. >2v v , > ] 

the sudden coolness of the iujf. •/„; _," * '* 

water, 

you glide V\ 

you stretch * 

you rotate perfectly, 

then lea ve en ti rely 

rejuvenated. 

-jessica colder 
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L f . ,. sweeeeeet love 
i do 
the 
water 
subliminally 
correct the mouth 
when it opens to me. 
-annalise shingler 

i find t hat swimming 
is the 
ultimate 
consummate 
connection 



coach: mr. Stanley 

men's soccer 2005 

ashton adams 
ricardo anzoategui 
brian bell 
zach bradt 
blake cain 
marco cantanese 
phil goeringer 
dylan hillestad 
steven hudson 

mike legree 
chris maura 
elias mcqueen 
zach page 
lean-luc rankin 
ricky rodriguez 
angel santana 
junior valez 
julian wan 

track 2005 
t.williams r.cruzado c.delapaz 
l.harper s.mccullock g.scott 
s.mitchell r.hawkins f.carino 
m.miller k.vogt b.boney 
b.beals o.reinhardt s.fair 
c.boyce j.castagnaro t.hight 
j. watson j.degroff e.robertson 
rlynch a.riggs j.bockoven 
j.corder a.harper j.nelson 
n.warner k.mcclain 

coaches: mr. odonnell ms. corder-chavez mr. boney ms. jones 

tennis 2005 

kenneth percy 
samantha cordova 
kimberly berry 
joel meade 
jordan kelsey 
ashley mead 

jessica sheets 
anthony young 
eliana sheets 
angelia martinez 
mikel fair 

coach: mr. mead 

women s 

steffie cafferty 
joi strandhagen 
rebecca breedlove 
ingrici bratteng 
ashley lynch 
cheri mcneely 
anna schrader 
marjorie torres 
ashlee young 

aubree mariz 
evin page 
katie cordova 
mavis sanders 
kassie mangosing 
tathiana wan 
rebecca seawell 
brittany buckingham 
meghan hafner 

Tt/IAHO 

coach hillestad 





Isn't that everything? 
I connect that 

to everything... 

I love i t all, but I don't get it 

Its all about the smell of grass. Its why I do it 
Its not about being a 

bov and needing to prove something. 
I like to be sweaty and masculine. 

I kick a ball around, 
but it doesn't make a whole 

lot of sense if you really 
think about it But I love it 



women s soccer 

J on the balls of my feet at the midfield line, 
waiting for the ball, waiting for the pass, waiting, 

for the ball, the pass, my teammate, no one can catch 
me. no one can catch the pass, no one can cath the 
victory, we shout, we shoot, we score. 

aviano girls live in victory 
-evin page 









organizations 



student government. 
2004-2005 

ricky rodriguez (vice president) 

ricardo anzoategui (president) 

chris bosma (treasurer) 

michelle von readen (secretary) 

class student councils. 
12-9 

evin page, 
yesenia torres. 
eliana sheets, 
rachel cox. 

jessica corder. 
lais deleon. 
trisha bellamy. 
kaitlyn vogt. 

sophomores. freshmen. 

francis carino. 
becky coughran. 
dominique dacanay. 
zach bradt. 

crystal de la paz. 
brittany nedrow. 
brittney buckingham. 
raquel cruzado. 

40 



members: 
michellevon readen 
rickv rodriguez 
dusnn miller 

*•< S ebastian berisford 
emily donnelly 
lais deleon 
kaite little 
elle ramos 
emilv lesnner 
zach bradt 
ricardo anzoategui 
annalise shingler 
yesenia torres 
sponsor: renee moore 
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officers: 
katie little 
danielle madrid a.colbert 
rachel cox g.thai 
yesenia torres k.miller 

k.avery ' 
s.scofield 
s.mccullock 
a.linville 
a.cundiff 
s.templeton 
j.farcy 
a.villanueva 

j.whitfield 
t.staten 
k.landreth 
j.degroff 
s. gamble 
t.williams 
i.tibbs 
b.coughran 

F u t u r e  j o h na t h a n  d e r i s e  
Business mariella vargas 
Leaders trisha bellamy 

1 of lais deleon 
V ,.' America emily leshner 

members: kandi zimpleman 

denise martit 
rachel cox|t|f 
ashley mead 
dustin miller 

teacher sponsor: mrs. vernardo 
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laughing till your stomach hurts is one of the best feelings ever. 

waking up in the morning 

is always easiest when i know there is a 
new outfit ready to be worn. 

i don't ever want my metabolism to catch up to me 

i enjoy eating this much 

dancing crazy is always more fun 

then dancing and trying to look cool 

face expressions make me giggle. 

whatever anyone may do 

in the future, 
one of the most 

important things 

rto remember is 
keep smiling 

yesenia torres 





mikel fair 

d 



if mikel says something funny, he probably didn't come up with it. 

"whoa whoa..slow down trick daddy" 

"what" 
"sprite diet" 

you might be best friends with mikel 
if you get mistaken for your best friend's 

dad's son 
if you find your clothes that you let mikel borrow 

two years ago 
if you find your spot at the dinner table is taken 
if your mom lends your house to mikel for a couple 
days 

embarrass your teachers so bad they claim they're 
from naples 

if you wuse a whistling call to find each other, 
if your wake up call is mikel at your door. 

don't lower a basketball hoop 
and make your best friend laugh while 

he is on your shoulders 



sade booten 

likes some of the same types of music 

like to go to the club 

is very outgoing 
is friendly 

likes to smile 

likes to go shopping a lot 

has been through a lot relationship things that i have 

moved her during her senior year like i did 

she works and i don't 

she is the only child and i'm not 

we are going to college together 

we both lost friendships over stupid things 

most of our high school memories relate to each other 



denise martinez 
"it's hard coming to a different school and country as a senior; your'e the outsider. 

your senior year is spent with people you never known, walking across the stage 

celebrating the most important event in your life with total strangers. 

the only memory we will ever have together with these people are the ones we will never forget." 
-sade and denise 

loves to dance 

is always there to talk to 

understands how i feel 

relates to me 

loves to have fun 

is a true friend 

there when i need her 

comforts me 

is dependable is a reliable friend 

easy to talk to 

my partner in crime 

J 
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i'm a very outgoing person 

i love to dance 

i like to meet new people 
love the time i spend with my friends 

i like all types of music 

i love to go shopping 

i always have my cell phone with me 

i like to go clubbing 

i like to travel with friends 

i like to try new things 

i've always done cheerleading 

got accepted to the colleges i wanted 

i'm the one who everyone comes to 
when they have problems 

i'm never serious 

i'm always smiling 

i'm rachel 

different from everyone else 
always in my own world 



17" 

i scrolled down my wrist band to find the play. 

i smiled, they were passing me 

my heart started racing 

i yelled 

"red 21 
red 21 

down set 
gO" 

A 
bryan handed the ball to me 

as i faked the handoff to jay. 

i looked up and saw carl wide open 
and sprinting to the end zone 

crAck I 

out of no where i was laying on 
my back looking up at the sky. 

i stood up and saw my teamates, 
jumping yelling t \ 

congratulations f < 

i walked off th e field alone. 

i knew he would catch it. 



my favorite color is oRange 

i love to play basketball 

and go out to the club 

and dance 

now i'm at the point where i know how to manage my time. 

starting college would be the biggest step in my life. 

president 

haha 

emeral templton 



I love the ocean, 
crackling combination. 

When the time comes to leave, everything all of a sudden 
comes back into perspective. 

I admit it. 
I'm a sucker for old black and white movies. 

I find Emily Bronte's "Wuthering Heights" enthralling. 
I know how to knit. 
1 prefer to walk. 

Getting from one place to another is 
more enjoyable to me if I get to see 

all the other places in between. 

I have a weird problem. 
Everytime I drink coca-cola, it 

induces an uncontrollable, strange, 
irritable, sensation in my nose. 



me...in a nut shell 

i can 

brandy jones 

am both a strange and unique individual. 
i have a lot of kev cl 

when i came here i was dubbed 
"one of the one's with all the key chains" 

how many people you know use 
"shewy" 
when things get stressful 

my general conversations 
always start with n 

i've been labeled as a 
"band geek" 

those who call us that 
are jealous because they can't 
make music from a piece 
of intricately crafted 
piece of metal. 

that's all 



this is how i got the nickname bum 
my ninth grade year i played football 

we did a drill to see who could be backup quarterback for that year 

i never thought 
it would stick 

i've been at 
aviano for four 

years 

and i still have 
the nickname 
it was coach mac 

i did ok i guess 

coach mac didn't know who 
i was because i was new to 
the school. 

the next day he was looking 
for a kid who was wearing 
a bum quiptment t-shirt 

that was me 
he kept saying that until 

a senior noticed 

who gave me my nickname 



volunteering to me has always had a negative connotation, 
since volunteering at special ed preschool 
i have learned volunteering is a worthy and rewarding experience. 

working with children is challenging, both physically and emotionally. 

but knowing that i helped them in small, simple accomplishment. 

brings me great joy. these accomplishments are them 

saying the right color i show them 

saying the right shape just talking 

just a smile when they do it right 

or a hug for helping them working with these children has given me 
a new appreciation for all of . , . . . 

those that give up their time to work with others, 



i just want to say this year has brought me a lot of good memories 

and i know it sounds corny 

gangstas can be corny too 

i just want everyone to know 

that they call me sandman 

i can make your dreams happen 

give me a call when im famous 

tyrell lee 



insightful trustworthy 

perceptive 

christian 

modest 

athletic 

humorous 

open-mindecd 

joyful 

gordon scott 



I WALK WITH STICKS. 
Teachers can tell when I'm coming down tire Ira 11 because they can hear me 
walking with my crutches. ^ j ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  for miyone to give me a hand. 

I get right back up, and then blame gravity for being too strong there. 

It's fascinating to observe how people act around me. Some people even talk slow because they think 
I'm mentally challenged instead of just physically challenged. 

I think they're hilarious. 
My whole life I've been treated differently. 
I think I am like everyone else until I look in the window as I'm walking. 
When I look away, I am normal again 

Everyone think its good to be different. 
I think its good to be the same. 





The Lord Jesus Christ is my 
High Priest, Father, and Best Friend. 
Ever since I was a child, I believed in God and 
1 will continue to do His will until His glorious coming. 
I Timothy 2:5-6 and II Timothy 1:12 
of The Holy Bible is the guide 
to my way of l ife and the reason I exist today. 

After living a life of 17 years, i have firmly established in my life a 
love for the Lord Jesus Christ that no one can take away. The multitude 
of gods and goddesses of this world could not give me the freedom 
that he does, and i am belessed that God has called me his child, i can 
look forward to the future that he has personally provided me. 
Many people ask me why i am not a part of some eastern religion 
because i am from India. The blessings of being a servant of the Lord 
Jesus Christ started before i have born, when my great- great- grandfather 
prayed that his children, their children and of their descendants after 
them would become born-agagin Christians. God fulfilled that 
covenant he made with my great- great- grandfather. 
1 am evidence of that 
wonderful promise. 



the sight 
the speech 
the sound 
of bobby keeling 



i enjoy watching others watch others, half the time i'm positive 
someone is watching me watch others watching others. 

1 S?t a out of hearing rumors about myself, it makes me feel 
like a small-scale celebrity surrounded bv high school tabloids 

anci adolescent paparazzi, 
i discovered anew species of bug once while snowooarding. 

it can walk across snow and it's called 
snow bug 

to 

i don't fry bacon in the nude it stings 
i p retend i can squish cars and trucks with my index finger 

whenever i'm in an airplane 
addicted to cheesy cult horror made in the 1970's 

i love getting my back scratched 
i feed 

i only eat pasta when it's a leftover, 
ed daffodils Is to my pet goat eleanor! 

be the first female president when iwas in elemetary school 
i put white chocolate in my panckaes 

emily leshner 

wanted 



i get bored easily. 
i'm always doing something different 
like 
i am collecting incense, 
i've played soccer since I was 4, 
i switched to tennis this year because... 
i was bored. 

my music never bores me. 
neither does my food, 
the only consistent taste I know 
is Ranch dressing. 

i cou ld bathe in that stuff...and be happy. 

even my hair understands my boredom, 
because its been affected by it. 

life here is censored. 
we live in a bubble. 
i'm going to bust out of that bubble. 
i'm going to grow up 
and live life. 

anthony young 



i lettered in three sports 

i walked the runways in tokyo 

i am the most valuable volleyball player 

i have mastered the art of running in 

i will attain a bachelors of art in buisness administration 

i will be a fashion merchandiser 

i love 

shakespeare 

hemingway 
Steinbeck versace 

prada 

christian dior 

ashley mead 

heels 



tides to trees 

the warm and gentle autum leaves 
float carelessly to the ground 

cold and dark 
now lost to life 

darkness creeps toward them 
bare bulky naked tree stand unconcious 

the broken branches are bent limbs shrivel 
absorbing the warm flouresent sun 

the empty forgotten years of p ast 
memorized by scars inside 
bearing cones of immortality 

the lucky keep the look of youth 
come with branches flowing swiftly to the ground 

tries to keep others from haunting memories 
grass growing as a barrier 
for those who do not see the beauty 

i pity the shallow life you must have 
to have something so majestic always so close 
yet no one sees the strength and love 

of so many forgotten centuries 



mike martin 



The most important thing 
I can say to you, 
is that if y ou don't 
have anything to believe in, 
you don't have much to live for. 
To believe in something, is to believe 
that there is a reason to exist. 
Believe in something. 
Believe in yourself or someone you know, 
or even someone you don't know. 
Be the one that believes. 
Can you think what your life would be, 
if n obody believed in you? 
Be the one that believes. 
Believe in yourself. 



as Corps Commander 

i succeeded in bringing the corps together. 

under my command, our drill teams 

have gone to win the All United Kingdom, 

All Italy, All European Drill Competitions. 

1 have felt that i have made a 
positive difference to our Corps, 

i know that the Corps has made an an 

irreversible 
positive impact on 

me and my life. 







one day you're starting 9th 

then faster than a cheetah 

you're graduating 

it's finally over 

so long everyone, 

have a great life. 

peace out 

chris maura 



delton mcclary 



do you remeber when we won europeans. 
my favorite moment, 

i looked at ashley and we 
read into each other's smiles. 

we knew we did it, 
this was our time, 

moitQ he saw my hat arid knew 

memories 
passion 

and love of the 

aubree mariz 

volleyball is like my passion 
do you remeber playing pin the tail on the donkey, 
kristen barnhill broke the chair. 
erin had grandmother's underwear. , , ,, , ° do you remember the year when 
two peop e it in it. we jyirew coach his birthday party 
air on t etape. we Qn p0inj-ec| y^g inside a tunnel. 

i messed up the surprise because 



I 

i love to be tan. the sun. the sunscreen is icky. 
i lov e to feel my skin baking, 

the sun is turning me colors, 
and i lov e it. 

the warmth makes me sleep, 
the crashes encourage the sun to bake me. 

the human body fascinates me 
the ticking, 

the functions are mesmerizing 

that's how things are. 
you don't know why you love them, 

you just do. 

katie cordova 

Everything happens for a reason 
It's all going to come out fine in the end. 

I live by this. 

Everybody has a lesson to learn in life, 
some have learned it, others haven't. 

I lea rn fast. 
Some people are petty. 

But we all grow up. 

I'm addicted to dreaming. 
My boyfriend and my best friends 

make my days laughable. 

My sisters are hilarious. 
I love to fall asleep so I can dream. 



soy mariella vargas 

living overseas 

and going to european schools 

is my great experience. 

i learned to adapt to 

different cultures and values. 

the best year was when 
mikel and jojo 

were hootyhoed 

by the girls bball team 

i like interior design 



nick leon 



i want to find kids who are in a difficult situation 

i want them to know what living is 

let them experience things getting better. 

i want to learn to draw portraits. 

havent you heard of pictures with a thousand words 
i like drawing eyes especailly 

you can take the most from them. 

# 
4 

i wore a wrist band. 

cause i was self injuring 
cutting 

i found out He will be there with me 

none of i t makes sense, 
i after i accepted christ. 

he forgives. 

all that was needed is asking 
i started feeling 

i will always have him there, 
im not scared of what could happen 

to my body. 

i feel safe now 
i have something 
things do get better 
not now or tomorrow 
im seeing posotive. tight tight 

• 
/ 

Slovakia trip 
i love that trip 

i found a connection with christ. 
the most important thing 

the best thing thats happened 

/ 



in my junior year 

playing basketball at home against livorno. 

coach mac sat the starters in for the second quarter 
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and put in second string 

i came off the bench 
and scored 12 points 

in that last quarter. 

it was nice to hear the crowd 

go wild and scream 

my name 

when i scored. 



your daddy, 

im mavis i play basketball 
its the best sport in the world 
my passion 

i'm a fat kid i love to cook 
my favorite food is cupcakes and french-fries 

im intimidating to everyone but i never got in a 
i dont hit people 

im a strong person 
thats what scares everybody 
its the confidence that kills everyone 

im stubborn like whoa 
i dont like people who arent open-minded 

and believe theyre right about everything 
if i ever get mad or depressed about something 
i listen to music 

ciaozers 



soccer...all day...all night 

soccer is my life 

i eat 

sleep 
breathe 

and 

play soccer 

white and black are my favorite colors 

the color of a soccer ball 
pentagon and sphere are my favorite shapes 

the shapes of a soccer ball 

soccer 

can play it 

any time anywhere 

Steven hudson 
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robert wonder 

the thing that pushed me the most 

in high school 

is nothing 

around Christmas break 

not graduate, 

so after break i did a complete 180. 

my dad said, 

"it's about time you got your head out of your ass." 

now- i'm graduating 



amarah skipper 
i care about people 

i am blunt and real and stubborn 

my mom is my 
biggest influence 

i like to eat sweet 
and sour pork 
yeah yeah 

my friends 
make me happy 

i love my dog 
i love the feeling 
being free with 
my friends 



"i can't wait to 
get out of here" 

the thing i m iss the most 

is being a kid 

i was scared to go into to 
high school, 

fear of being stuffed 
in a trash can 

or shoved in a locker. 

now i'm sad to leave 
because reality 

is sinking in 

i used to 
think 

ryan davis 



i wait for summer to go to the beach 

i love learning new languages and about 
different cultures 

i wake up in the morning expecting 

a sunny and fullfilling day 

being italian and american has helped 
form me today 

brown hair 
brown eyes 
big heart 
determination 
that's me 

michelle mcguire 



john bockoven 



places or people, if you want to learn about 
a foreign country, ^ 

or the life of a president. M 
I OlVRU-KllMlWj 
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all that can be found in a book 

lathv-n; 

i'm fascinated with my dad's book collection. 
the exact number of books inhis collection is unknown-

last count was over 5,000. 
it is not only the size of his collection that amazes me, but i am also amazed by the diversity, 
the books range from horror, action, sci-fi, romance, and religion, although i found 

the collection fascinating, 
i didn' t start reading until i was 9 or 10. my interest started when my dad picked a book for me 
to read, i've set a goal 

to try and read every book in my dad's collection, 
books are a way of experiencing things that are impossible, 
it's a way to relate to actual events, 



o'bryan edwards 



shower with birds 

frozen peas, sign language. 

non existant peace, travel. 
. , • this is what vou should 

snowboarding. J 

do. take a bite of fruit 
god s candy 

spit it back out 
it should be bite1 size. 

stick it on a wheat thin, then put 
it back in your mouth 

i was talking to the sun about 
age. j fell inside the oranges i was j 
eating 
i'm smiling always 
i like to listen to vou talk, so 

teep talking till i hand you 
acnicken patty. 

ciao senore 

fata 

\ m 
Si 

f 



where students can learn 

to become what they want. 

kandi zimpleman 

math is my favorite subject, 

i want to create a place 

i believe everyone 
should live their lives to the fullest 

i lived most of my life in tucson. 
i ha ve made a new life here in italy 

i h ave wanted to be a teacher for most of my life. 

i u sed to play school as a kid 

and would read to my stuffed animals. 

i would 
always try to teach them things that i knew. 

and 
try to learn from their mistakes. 



People call me a language nut. I'm a Harry Potter nut too. Well, I'm just a nut in general. 

I'm loud, if I c an't make myself heard, then no one knows where 1 am— 

-I'm too short. I h ave an obsession with key chains, and I'm known as the "key chain girl . 

Reminds me of the cartoon "Recess", I'd like to think that i would the girl that hangs 

upside-down by her knees on the monkey bars all recess. 
I'm quirky like that. 

I'm fascinated with languages; so 

much so that 1 collect Harry Potter books 

in different languages. I'm currently up to 31. 

I've taken 6 years of high school language: 
3 years of French, and 3 years of Italian. 

I am led by the Italian 
language and want to 

major in Italian in college. 
I hope to come back to Italy, 
because I left the states 

for 5 years 
and they all 
turned into 
idiots. 
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blake 

the changes in my cereal, the changes of my lipfe were enough 
to fill a land mine with words, 

i was like a ptip touching puppy chow for the first time, 
and' boy did i cry 

annalise shingler 
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1 ashton adams 2 brian aldridge 3 ricardo anzoategui 4 Christine bamberg 5 trisha bellamy 

6 Steven bennett 7 Sebastian berisford 8 kimberly berry 9 natascha brady 10 angelica bulbulian 

11 Stephanie cafferty 12 blake cain 13 jordan carder 14 matthew carpio 15 joseph castagnaro 



lupe gutierrez 

marco catanese 

christi I engelhardt 

chris filipponi 

rebecca hawkins 

edmond johnson 

carl Cephas jessica corder luis cruz 

maritza deleon 
adrian deleon Christopher diaz 

brandis ford 

de'quartn franklin 
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lena lauzon 

tiffany medina erin meitzner 

medina dustini^^H 

kenneth percy 
nicole pietszak 
khadija rochdi 
richard rodriguez 

veronica love 

curtis mcclain 

kassandra mangosing 

Stephanie maucieri 

zachaivmadiicl 

angelica mcghee 
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james scott 

jack shrader 

matthew tongen 

natosna warner 

annalise shingler 
vogt anthony williams 



i can hear you eating 

gretchen larmer 

there is something that we need in life... some of us will never find it, 
but some of us need go no further than here, in the course of the year, 
terrible things have happened, that's not my problem; my problem is 
that we will never see enough of something so profound, there will 
never be enough sublime disregard for any situation, we must look 
for that little something in life that makes us happy, will we find it? 
maybe, but for the moment we all know what's important, 
lets not play GOD... bananas make me crazy, paul irvine 

aline villanueva 

paul irvine 
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kimberly avery brittney aycox 

joshua bianco zachery bradt bianca boney 

kevin bryson 

amanda catling seanna burrus 









you know what i want to say 

the keys started playing, slowly at first with much tension 
the obstacle looked too hard to jump, the nail went in too deep, 

it looked as if it would never come out. the concrete wall was broken-
gradually, of course, though rolling away from it felt free, conquering it was the best. 

daniel riley 

dont mind my slumber 



freshmen 



malikamadia 

Christopher beals william banis andrea archuleta 
alexandra bilczewski 

brittney buckingham allison colbert rashanna cephas jusb'n bowen 
Christopher boyce 

george covington dara collins kenneth collier nicholas connor 
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Stephanie harper 

dvlan samantha hunt 

rachel johnsamson 
kivstaljones 
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meghan hafner 
nives hanie caitlin givens rebecca gilbert 

anv hight t\'ler hams ashle\' ha\'nes 
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barn' johnson 

alicia hilton 
kavla hodgson 

justinjones 



meridith landeros 
ethan laser 

dene' leBouef 
casssandra legge lekeon little 

Steven macias 

joshua kelsey 

svrus leal 

elisa maura 

nicholas nicclary 

michelle mccollom 
setli meitzner 
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ryan marso 
angel ia marlinez lanra maucieri 
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kiystena miller 

hailey murphy 

matteo polelli 
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mitchel miller shannon miller lauren morales brittany moultrie 

Christopher rnyers r J wanda 
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lauren ramos 

ambere' riggs 
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daniel riley 

andrew rankin 
ryan reichert 

octavia rhinehart 

eric robertson anna shrader Christopher schwan 
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derek terrini 

gabrielle thai amanda tongen marjorie torres 
david travis 

jessica sheets emily shingler 

julian wan 
ariana trejo 

jamie weum 

john skelton shanyelle Stephens 
mckinzey sprayberry 

giovanni vargas 

elizabeth Williamson 

alina villaneal 

ashlee young 

robertvelez 

Jennifer woods 
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annalise shingler yearbook editor 

talywan yearbook editor 



i want to confess something about this woman. 

I'm speechless around her a lot. I have so much to say but hesitation tends to run its fingers down my spine. 
I think she knows. 
But that's ok. Her laugh is one of those tilings that I wish I was addicted to, 
but it's a different kind of tiling that flows through me. I miss her on the weekauls. 
I'm aivious of her hair. Qr maybe her teeth. She carries them around even where 
and they experiaice all she is.. .1 wish I could. 
Her purse is overflowing with cheese-its. 
She belongs in an orchid. 
She has a goat. 
She wears orange gardening shoes. 
I like to hear the echo of her voice in the small car. 
Whai we're driving, she sings the best music. 

arigato gozaimashita 
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